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Student Recovering From Unsolved Hit And Run

by Steven Race

Less than two weeks ago, a Cal State student majoring in biology, lost part of his leg in a hit-and-run accident at the intersection of 40th and H streets.

Not only is Lee Cardon a sophomore, recovering from the accident, but he arrived back on the Cal State campus on Monday.

The accident took place on Friday, Oct. 7. A small pickup truck, described by Cardon as pale green or blue, went through a red light and hit him.

Cardon flew up in the air ten feet before coming down on his face. The impact of the accident sent part of his leg flying 160 feet.

"Everything was so miraculous that it made me really look at the good side of life. Losing the leg isn't bad considering a lot of people come out worse," said Cardon.

The events following the accident were considered miracles and contributed to Cardon's remarkable recovery. Among them was the fact that an unidentified man dropped off two bags of ice which saved the tissue for the doctors to graft, according to Cardon.

Another amazing event that took place occurred shortly after the accident when one of the witnesses, Bruce Clark, apparently tied a tourniquet that saved Cardon from bleeding to death. The paramedics responded within five minutes and surprisingly, Cardon had no other injuries except abrasions.

According to Detective McKee, of the San Bernardino City Police Department, the hit-and-run driver would have only been cited for running a stop sign providing that the person wasn't under the influence of alcohol. The injuries to Cardon and damages to the vehicles would have been paid by the insurance company of the hit-and-run driver.

During Cardon's stay in the Loma Linda University Hospital, he was operated on by a well-known microsurgeon, Dr. Frykmen, who had learned about a new procedure just developed in Australia.

"The operation involved removing the heel from the severed foot, and using much of the tough tissue he was able to construct a flap that will give a prosthetic leg something to anchor to," said Cardon.

"This is the first operation of its kind that has been performed in the United States," said a Loma Linda University Hospital official.

"People are surprised that I have come back looking so good. Everyone in the dorm is great," said Cardon. "I would like to thank everyone that came out to wish me well and those who sent cards and gifts."

"The school has been wonderful. They loaned us a wheelchair so quickly, he's cont. on page 5

Affairs Of The Heart

by Dennis Hatcher

Are you now, or have you ever been, romantically involved with a faculty member? Last week, in an effort to establish some sort of basis for investigation, 178 students answered this and 11 other questions about student-faculty love relationships. The results of this survey make interesting reading.

Earlier this year, affairs of the heart between students and their professors of the major universities across the country have been the subject of several articles appearing in nationally distributed women's magazines and newspapers. A few months ago, USC and UCLA conducted their own research into this topic and published their results. The PawPrint does not seek to compare the findings of CSCSB to those other campuses, nor does it claim these findings as any type of scientific research. Rather, the purpose of the entire investigation was to obtain a sampling of the attitudes of the students and faculty, and to see just how accurately these attitudes reflect the reality of love relationships at CSCSB.

Three hundred questionnaires were passed out to students attending the Health Science and Mythology lectures conducted at PS 10 lecture hall, and at selected smaller classes in the English and German departments. The classes in PS 10 were chosen especially because of the large enrollment (approx. 130 and 240, respectively), and large student body social variety. Of the 300 questionnaires passed out, 183 students responded. Of that number, 5 were discarded as obvious pranks, so that 178 opinions were actually usable in this survey.

Questionnaires were totally anonymous, asking for the respondent's age and sex. There were 48 male and 130 female respondents, ranging in age from 17-year-old male to a 69-year-old female. Included on the questionnaire was an invitation for any student who would be willing to be interviewed about their relationship with a faculty member, to meet with this writer-confidentially was assured. The result of those invitations will be the subject of the next installment of this series.

In compiling the data received from the questionnaires, those who indicated that they were presently or recently involved in such an affair, were separated from the others so that any discerning characteristics could be noted. Once data had been recorded, they were integrated with the rest of the questionnaires, and then separated once again into male and female groups. This was done to see if any Name Change

A poll will be conducted today and Thursday at the South side of the Library today and Thursday to advise the Publications Board of CSCSB of student opinion on the possible newspaper name change. Although name submissions were encouraged, only the names The PawPrint and The Cal State Chronicle were submitted before the 2 p.m. Friday deadline. The results from this week's poll will be used in the Publication Board's consideration of changing the name.

Currently, there is no procedural outline for the changing of the name, but the staff of the newspaper and the Publication Board felt that students input was necessary in the consideration. Every student with a valid I.D. card is eligible to cast a vote.

The name change pre-

the late 1960's. The original name of the paper was the Communicator according to Cornel Ormsby, Alumnus, Class of 72. The PawPrint name, according to popular rumor, resulted from a Dean's St. Bernard's paw prints in wet cement somewhere on the campus. This rumor may not be correct in light of the fact that a wild animal claw logo was used in the years following the inception of The Paw Print name change. Although some students believe the name The PawPrint is quite unique, there are at least three area schools that have that name for their newspaper publication: Kolb Jr. High in Rialto, Hacienda Heights High School; and Yucaipa Middle School. No other California State College uses the name The Cal State Chronical for its newspaper.
Special Investigative Report: Dr. No Lives!

by Dennis Hatcher

In an exhaustive investigation, involving danger of life, this reporter has discovered that the infamous, diabolical Dr. No, whom everyone thought was killed in 1962 by Agent 007, has reappeared in the guise of Dr. Null, a professor in the Science Department at CSCSB. It is the belief of this reporter, passing as a student, that Null has actually taken part in his devilish scheme. Ostensibly, Null has been collecting these specimens for disposal after the bacteria has been examined. In reality, as witnessed by me, the large, plastic disposal container is actually a storage and incubation vault.

The exact location of where he plans to start his nation-wide contamination was discovered after secretly trailing Null to his hide away in Cajon Canyon. After battling five man-eating guard dogs, in which I lost a severe amount of blood, I crawled to a hiding place beneath his laboratory which was disguised as an old miner’s shack. Crouching in the darkness, listening intensely to every sound, I heard Null tell his assistant where to drop the first batch of contaminants. On the verge of unconsciousness, I dragged myself past the cold carcasses of the dead dogs and made it back to San Bernardino to file this report.

The place where Null intends to begin: Cajon Creek near the Cleg road. The road to discovery of Dr. No on this campus was long and often harrowing. I first began to suspect that Null was No when I caught a glimpse of the man, he looked like Dr. Null. It was only after I caught him writing with his left hand that I remembered that Null’s right hand was a mechanical hand, so he had to write with his left. Balancing now, and with a slight paunch, it did not seem that Null could be No. Later, I happen to notice that Null’s right hand had been cleverly made to look normal by a life-like latex, covering all the mechanical rods and levers and wires of the artificial hand. The tip-off was that he never learned to write with his right hand. Ultimately, this has led to his downfall.

Give up Dr. Null or whatever your name is now. We’ve got you now, and there’s no escape. The Campus Police are on their way at this very moment.

News Briefs

CAREER COUNSELING

Students who have obtained senior status and have not registered with the Career Planning and Placement Center are encouraged to do so as soon as possible. Job announcements are being assessed for registering, and the process itself is not time consuming. The Placement Center is located in the Student Services Building, Room 116. Please schedule an appointment to register with Ms. Becky Westbrook, secretary, either in person or by phone (887-7551).

A variety of services are available to students and Alumni through the Placement Center. Several of the major services include: Job announcement postings (located on our Career Employment Opportunities Board just outside the Placement Center), assistance in resume writing, advisement on job opportunities, career counseling and vocational testing, placement file service, and Graduate School Reference service.

The Placement Center also makes arrangements for employers to visit our campus to conduct job interviews. Interview times are available only to students who are registered with the Placement Center and have a final resume on file. Please sign up for an interview time in SS 116 at least two days in advance of the scheduled campus visit.

Attention Students

Student Schedule Confirmations will be available this week for reference in the following locations: Circulation Desk of the Library; Information Desk in Admissions & Records; Information Desk in Student Union; Evening Services Office.

It is the student’s responsibility to verify that the Computer listing of the classes in which he is enrolled is accurate. Any discrepancy must be reported to the Student Union, Commons, and the dorms, the children will participate in a costume parade and play treat games at the Children’s Center. Carved pumpkins will be a part of this joyous event. During the afternoon snack time, there will be a spooky and fun party.

HOLLOWEEN PARADE

On October 31st the UniPhi club will be sponsoring a Halloween Parade at noon for the campus students and a contest for children at the Cal State Children’s Center. For $1 entrance fee students will have the opportunity to win prizes valued at $10 for the scariest costume and for the funniest costume. Children will receive snacks for participating.

Remember, you can still buy tickets to win the “Monkey Puppet”. The raffle will be held at 12:30 on October 31st. Support the UniPhi club and help continue rapport students, faculty, and staff.

On October 31st the children from the Cal State San Bernardino’s Children’s Center will dress as witches and goblins and will be taken, with a variety of other “characters”, to go Trick or Treating on campus. After scaring and startling people in the Administration building and the Seegers Office, SS 146. Students who do not do so may fail to receive credit for a class attended but not listed or may receive a failing grade (U or F) for classes not attended.

Three Workshops to Be Offered

A workshop on assertiveness in the job interview will be offered on Tuesday, 3:43 p.m., beginning Oct. 25. The workshop is designed to help you communicate effectively how your skills and interests fit with a particular job opening or training program. Each of the four sessions will emphasize particular skills and mistakes to avoid. Workshop participants will have the opportunity to practice responding to frequently asked interview questions, then to review their answers on videotape.

The Counseling Center will also be offering a group for students who would like to increase their assertiveness: to be able to say “no,” to tell others what is on their mind; to ask for what they want; to stand up for their rights; and to express their feelings. The assertiveness group is a systematic learning experience involving: Instruction in what constitutes assertive behavior; practice in being assertive through role playing in the group and in actual situations between meetings; feedback about performance in role playing via videotape and from other group members. The training consists of three sessions and will be offered on Wednesday, 3:43 p.m., beginning Oct. 26.

Back by popular demand, is a support group for returning students run by the Counseling Center. This group is aimed at those students trying to deal with the stress associated with multiple roles (student/spouse/parent/single parent/employee/etc.). The group will meet on Wednesday mornings, 10:30-12 noon, beginning Oct. 26. Size of group is limited.

Anyone interested in any of these workshops should contact the Counseling Center at 887-7437.

MATH ANXIETY WORKSHOP

Are you really, really frustrated by numbers and symbols? If there is sufficient interest, Continuing Education will offer a workshop which will enable you to benefit from test preparation courses for CBEST, GMAT, as well as other courses involving math. To express interest, or obtain further information, leave your name, phone number, and a convenient time to return your call at 887-3619.

This workshop has been conducted a number of times in the past with great success. Instructors will be Dr. Steven Levy and/or Dr. Barbara Sirotkin.
Lawrence Smith is a new face in the teaching staff at CSCSB. He is a Professor of English but one would not come to the conclusion by looking at him. With his sun-blonded blonde hair, beard and informal attire, he could easily be mistaken for a Newport Beach resident who spends his days at the ocean with his feet in the sand instead of a classroom amidst rows of books and students.

A native of Rochester, New York, Larry was raised on the East Coast and spent his high school years in the state. His father was an employee of Kodak and was transferred to different plants taking his family with him.

Smith was a student at University of California at Berkeley during the turbulent times of the late sixties. Interested in politics, he began as a Physics major but he never seemed to get his fill of language and literature so physics faded out of his limelight, and he changed his major to English. He went on to stay at Berkeley until he achieved his Bachelor, Master and PhD degrees in the field. It was during these years of study that he "backed in" to the role of an educator. He's been teaching now for sixteen years and the job has placed him at a few different universities. He taught at Berkeley for one year after he finished his studies, and then he went on to Eastern Michigan to instruct for twelve years. It wasn't long after, that he won a scholarship to teach at Fulbright University in Rome, Italy in the year of '73-74. He says he misses the poetry world and would love to return for a visit but not to stay. Last year, '81-'82, he taught classes in creative writing and poetry at the University of Hawaii. Of the land and people, he says it is difficult for tourists who only stay in the cities to get a true picture of the life and culture of the island. While much of the cities have been Americanized, the culture of the native people is "entirely different" from ours. When asked why he came back he grinned, and explained he was only a visiting professor (tough luck).

He does enjoy California, and being a part of this campus makes him happy. He enjoys the feeling of "collegiality" between the members of the faculty and the students he has encountered in his English 495, Expository Writing and English 513, Advanced Creative Writing and Poetry classes.

He has been published in many magazines, but the bulk of his work is Italian poetry and the translation of it. A book of Italian poetry, edited and translated by Smith, has been published by the University of California Press. New Italian Poetry: 1945 To The Present, hopefully will not be his only book published. Presently, he is in the midst of a long poem which is an indirect result of his exposure to the land and people, he says it is difficult for tourists who only stay in the cities to get a true picture of the life and culture of the island. While much of the cities have been Americanized, the culture of the native people is "entirely different" from ours. When asked why he came back he grinned, and explained he was only a visiting professor (tough luck).

He does enjoy California, and being a part of this campus makes him happy. He enjoys the feeling of "collegiality" between the members of the faculty and the students he has encountered in his English 495, Expository Writing and English 513, Advanced Creative Writing and Poetry classes.

Smith is divorced and his two children are presently living in Michigan with their mother. Although Smith's outward appearance may be casual and relaxed, the real Smith, as inside he cover of a book, is a different story. If ever you need to take English 495 or 513 class at CSCSB, make sure you are ready to seriously write. Be prepared, if you select Smith as an instructor because you will learn how to write and write well and that, according to Smith, takes dedication and patience.

The magazine's Editorial Committee has responded by doubling the size and pressure of the second issue to be published this spring. Sandy Fredrikson, Editor, states: "We are going to expand our magazine in every way: scope, distribution etc. I think we are justified in doing this because of the excellent submissions received.

Fredrikson also stated that the quality of student writing is a high complement to our magazine and our college. "It speaks well not only of the English Department, but of the fine writing being done by students in other majors. We are asking for submissions from all students.

The Editors will consider poems and short stories of all lengths as well as parts of novels-in-progress. They are also looking for art reviews-especially about west-coast authors.

Already, at least two Pacific Review reviews of student contributors have made significant strides in their academic and literary careers. Jack Taplidy, last year's Managing Editor, is now teaching at the College of the Desert. Former Poetry Editor Juan Delgado is a Regents' Fellow in the MFA Program in Creative Writing at UC Irvine.

"We'd like to hear more 'Success Stories' about SB students who are associated with The Pacific Review," concluded Fredrikson. "We hope someday to attract good prospective student-writers not only to The Pacific Review, but also to Cal State San Bernardino.

Manuscripts for publication, accompanied by a stamped self-addressed envelope, must be mailed to The Editors, The Pacific Review, Department of English, California State University College of Letters, Arts & Sciences, Parkway, San Bernardino CA 92407. Manuscripts clearly marked "Pacific Review" may also be hand-delivered to the English Department Secretary, Nancy Gonzalez, in Room Pl-248, Monday through Friday, 8:00 to 4:30.

Each manuscript should bear the author's name, address and phone number. Each additional page should be double-spaced. The stamped self-addressed envelope should also be included with hand-carried submissions.

### Evening Services

Alright, it's "poll the students" time again.

Raise your hand if you are away from the Evening Office, which is open at night to assist evening students with administrative tasks. If your hand is raised, reach over and put your hand back because you have saved yourself time and frustration.

If you were not fortunate enough to be able to raise your hand, there is still hope!

The Evening Office is having an Open House just for you. You will be able to stop by and see for yourself what services are available to you at night.

These services include: graduation checks, transcript requests, parking decals, dropping classes, changes in major, name or address, class schedules, CRE/GMAT/CBES booklets, and information about the college and college regulations.

The Open House, sponsored by Associated Students, will be held on Monday, October 31, and Tuesday, November 1, from 5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. So, plan to stop by before class and/or during break. The Office is located in PL-107, directly behind the library snack room. You can walk through the back door of the snack room to enter the Office.

---

**Pacific Review**

by Jim Maloney

The Pacific Review, Cal State San Bernardinos's fledgling literary magazine, may be the coming academic recognition. Response from both the academic and literary communities has been very favorable. In a phone interview with Sacramento Professor Dennis Schmitz, the author of four poetry books, summed up this feeling: "I contributed to The Pacific Review on the advice of a friend. After reading the first issue, I am pleased to be associated with for promising new magazine."

Douglas Blakey, a noted poet and former literary magazine editor said: "I am especially impressed by the format, the 'look' of The Pacific Review. New magazines are a very tough. Indeed, The Pacific Review is very, very professional looking."

The magazine's Editorial Committee has responded by doubling the size and pressure of the second issue to be published this spring. Sandy Fredrikson, Editor, states: "We are going to expand our magazine in every way: scope, distribution etc. I think we are justified in doing this because of the excellent submissions received."

Fredrikson also stated that the quality of student writing is a high complement to our magazine and our college. "It speaks well not only of the English Department, but of the fine writing being done by students in other majors. We are asking for submissions from all students.

The Editors will consider poems and short stories of all lengths as well as parts of novels-in-progress. They are also looking for art reviews-especially about west-coast authors.

Already, at least two Pacific Review reviews of student contributors have made significant strides in their academic and literary careers. Jack Taplidy, last year's Managing Editor, is now teaching at the College of the Desert. Former Poetry Editor Juan Delgado is a Regents' Fellow in the MFA Program in Creative Writing at UC Irvine.

"We'd like to hear more 'Success Stories' about SB students who are associated with The Pacific Review," concluded Fredrikson. "We hope someday to attract good prospective student-writers not only to The Pacific Review, but also to Cal State San Bernardino."

Manuscripts for publication, accompanied by a stamped self-addressed envelope, must be mailed to The Editors, The Pacific Review, Department of English, California State University College of Letters, Arts & Sciences, Parkway, San Bernardino CA 92407. Manuscripts clearly marked "Pacific Review" may also be hand-delivered to the English Department Secretary, Nancy Gonzalez, in Room Pl-248, Monday through Friday, 8:00 to 4:30.

Each manuscript should bear the author's name, address and phone number. Each additional page should be double-spaced. The stamped self-addressed envelope should also be included with hand-carried submissions.
Thursday Night Activities A Success

by Steven Race

Once every week the Student Union fills up with people one of the main reasons for this is the dance sponsored by the Associated Students every Thursday night.

"I think the dances are great," said Dexter Wash, A.S. Assistant Activities Director. "It's more successful than we (A.S.) anticipated. We're looking forward to providing more activities like this in the future."

"I'm more pleased with them (dances) than in the past," added Sherri Deutchman, student union coordinator. "The students are great this year."

Despite the fact that there aren't enough tables in the pub on Thursday night, Wash didn't see the need for additional ones to be added.

"If you have more tables in here, you'll still have people standing. Some people like to go from the dance to the pub to the movie," said Wash. "The A.S. board has not discussed the possibility of bringing in more tables or larger ones."

The big screen television in the pub was moved to the study area next to the student union coordinator's office. "The people who wanted to dance, danced, and the people who wanted to watch the movie watched that," said Wash. "It added up to a nice atmosphere."

Thursday's movie to be shown on the screen is Rocky III. If for some reason you can't make it to the 8:00 p.m. showing there will be a second showing followed by Rock Video. The following Thursday's schedule was also released by Wash, and included a newly released movie called The Hunger. It will be shown along with the movie Carrie.

A.S. Calendar Prices Slashed

by Steven Race

In an attempt to sell the remaining Men at Cal State Calendars, the Associated Students Board of Directors voted unanimously last Thursday to reduce the price of the calendar from $5 to $3.

"I think it (selling the calendars) was a worthwhile project that the public just did not catch on to," commented Dexter Walsh, A.S. Assistant Activities Director. "There have been requests for faculty and staff calendars," added Walsh. "Persons interested in buying the calendars can purchase them from the bookstore or at the A.S. office in the Student Union."

MICHAEL JACKSON

Tomorrow

Not Quite But Come To The Student Union, SUMP Room Anyway For The

DANCE CONTEST

Thursday 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

1st Prize $25

Also Posters And Record Albums To Be Given Away
Bishop To Speak

Bishop Philip Straling from the Catholic Diocese of San Bernardino will be speaking in the SUMP on November 2, 1983 at noon. The Bishop will address the current Pastoral Letter, drafted by the American Catholic Bishops, dealing with war and peace, and particularly the issue of nuclear weapons.

This letter is a landmark piece of writing, making official the American Catholic Church's opposition to nuclear build up and calling for a veritable freeze on nuclear weapons on the part of the United States and the Soviet Union.

The letter however, has caused much discussion both within and outside Catholic circles. Within the controversy, Bishop Straling has been a strong supporter of the letter. The meeting on Nov. 2 is an opportunity for him to explain the significance of the letter and to answer questions. All are invited.

OUTSTANDING PROFESSOR NOMINATION

All students are cordially invited to participate in the nomination of full-time faculty members for the 1983-84 Outstanding Professor Awards. In making nominations, major attention should be given to teaching excellence. In addition, the Outstanding Professor Selection Committee will consider significant achievements in creative production or scholarly activities in research and/or production and service to the campus and community.

If you want to see a faculty member nominated for the award, you may obtain the official petition form at any department office, at the Student Union information desk, at the College Library Circulation Desk, at the A.S. Board of Directors' Office, or at the Alumni Office.

The deadline for submission of completed nomination forms is 4:30 p.m., Oct. 31, 1983.

Questions may be directed to the local selection committee: Arlo D. Harris, Chairperson of the Committee; Margaret S. Doane, Humanities; Ann Marie Hearn, Administration; Margaret Lenz, Education; James L. Mulvihill, Special Science; J. Cordell Robinson, Administration Representative; Helga Scovel, Alumni Representative; and Nancy Waterhouse, Student Representative.

Last year, Dr. Frances Berdan, of the Anthropology Department, was selected as Cal State San Bernardino's Outstanding Professor, as well as the State's Outstanding Professor.

Christian Life Club

by Chris Nunes

The Christian Life Club will be holding their meetings on Wednesdays at 12:00 p.m. These meetings will be held in the lower commons. As an inter-denominational group, anyone interested in taking part of these informal sessions is welcome.

ESCAPE

This is it! This is what all you people who are serious about your entertainment have been waiting for—A DAY AT THE RACES. For those who are less serious, but would like to see what it is all about, this is what you need.

Oak Tree Racing at the Santa Anita Race Track ESCAPE registration will continue until October 24 and the maximum registrants will be 40 people. However, not to worry, there will be plenty of seats available. The bus will meet you at the main parking lot at Cal State at 10:45 a.m. on October 30 for a day you will never forget! The cost per person will be $7.50. This charge covers admission and transportation. Can you beat that for a whole day worth of adventure?

Cardon cont. from page 1

able to get back into the swing of things because of accommodations for wheel chairs,” said Cardon’s mother, Donna, also a student here at Cal State.

When Cardon recuperates from the operation he will be able to resume his job at McDonald’s but he has chosen to spend more time studying than working and will not go back.

According to Donna, McDonald’s has not made an attempt to help with any of the medical bills and has not even sent a card or called him.

At the time of his accident, Cardon had been paying his own way through school by working at McDonald’s for over 30 hours a week for the last two years.

“We wish that the person who was the hit-and-run driver would turn himself/ herself in. I know that’s a lot to ask for,” said Donna. “The appeal to get the person who did it is important right now.”

DISNEYLAND

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

IF YOU LOOK FOR A JOB EVERY SCHOOL VACATION, WE MAY BE ABLE TO HELP.

Disneyland is looking for enthusiastic, vibrant, capable people for continuing seasonal work. Our immediate needs are for Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays. Apply in person at the Disneyland Casting Office, 1313 Harbor Blvd., Anaheim, CA 92803.
Suicide
by Jodi Feldbush

How many students seriously contemplate suicide? According to the Suicide & Crisis Intervention Service in San Bernardino, only 7% of their callers are suicidal, but the director said, "This was a very rough estimate because of the inaccurate system of gaining the information." For example, suicides that aren't reported as suicides, such as a drunk driver driving off a cliff. Might the death have been attributed to simply drunkeness when in fact the motive was suicide. Often times what happens to be an accident is actually the results of a suicide.

The Suicide & Crisis Intervention Service also receive a large number of calls from people that have relationship problems with their families and friends. The director, Sue, said "45% of the callers are men and 55% are women. The largest age group was between 26 to 55. Writing in the American Association of Suicidology, "suicide for all ages is on the increase", along with this fact there is an alarming increase in suicide between the ages of 15 and 24. In addition, "there is a marked increase in young black males ages 19 to 26 as a result of high unemployment" says Sue. Conditions that provoke suicide attempts are loss of a loved one or a possession, low self-esteem, bad health, the loss of a limb, hopelessness, and helplessness to change. Finally, Sue observed "suicides are actually symptoms of the stress caused by the changes going on in our society today."

Anyone having these feelings or knowing someone who does should contact The Suicide & Crisis Intervention Center 886-4889, 24 hour service. 

Suicide & Crisis Intervention Service: 886-4889. 24 hour service.

COUNSELING SERVICES FREE

Even though statistics indicate that Cal State should have at least one or two suicide deaths per year considering the student body size, Cal State has had none in the last nine years, according to Dr. Martha Kazlo of the Counseling Center. "We have been very fortunate," said Kazlo, but she also added that there may be suicide deaths she is unaware of and "hidden" suicides, such as intentional auto accidents.

Although dorm students are not anymore likely to attempt suicide as commuting students, Kazlo said that dorm students with suicidal behavior are more likely to be noticed because they are surrounded by lots of people.

She suggests that if a friend, or loved one confides to you their suicidal intentions, you should take them seriously and not make light of the matter. She suggests that you direct them to a professional counselor or other qualified person, and do not take on the responsibility of the counseling role. This may lead to hurt and anger as the suicidal person may not appreciate your efforts. You should always express your concern and let them know that you care.

The Counseling Center provides free counseling services to students, along with other services. Cal State also has a Community Counseling Center that provides free service to the community.

There is help available, and there are choices other than death.

Suicide Prevention

Statistics from the Coroner's Office in San Bernardino show the statistics and the causes concerning suicidal deaths were listed as such: Gunshot, 108, Drowning, 1, Hanged, 21, Ingestion of carbon monoxide, 10, Ingestion of drugs, 7, Ingestion of toxic substances, 1, Ingestion of alcohol, 1, Ingestion of pentobarbital, 1, Ingestion of Fluazysan and Proprandol, 1, Ingestion of Glutathimide, 1, Ingestion of Propraxphen and ethanol, 1, Ingestion of Tylenol, 1, Ingestion of Imisperamine, 3, Ingestion of strychnine poison, 1, Ingested cyanide, 1, Probable ingestion of alkaline solution, 1, overdose of medication, 1, self-inflicted fire with gasoline, 1, and slashed throat with straight razor, 1.

Out of 164 suicidal deaths 12 cases were reported in January, 12 cases in February, 19 cases in March, 8 cases in April, 16 cases in May. 19 cases in June, 8 cases in April, 16 cases in May, 19 cases in June, 8 cases in July, 18 cases in August, 11 cases in September, 11 cases in October, 16 cases in November, and 14 cases in December. The deaths occurring outside the hospitals were 114, deaths occurring outside the hospitals were 114, deaths occurring in hopsitals were 47 and those pronounced dead on arrival at hospitals were 3. Cal State students please don't add to the growing statistics in the facts concerning suicide...get help!

Suicide and Crisis Intervention Service: 886-4889, 24 hour service.

Movie of the Week

ROCKY III

Wednesday night 8:00 p.m. in the Pub
Thursday night 8:00 p.m. in SU Lounge
Friday night 7:00 p.m. in the Pub

Price-Free-Free-Free
Affairs Of The Heart Cont.

significant differences in attitude existed between them; there were none, except where noted. Due to the volatile nature of this subject, the *Paw Print* and this writer decline to present any judgments, or draw any inferences upon the date received; that privilege is reserved for the reader.

To question number one, 3 males and 4 females answered that they were now or had been romantically involved with a teacher. Of these, 2 from each group said they had considered an affair beforehand. The women were aged 19, 21, 28, and 34 years. The men were aged 21, 23, and 24 years. Of all the other respondents, 32 stated that they had at least considered an affair of this kind, while all the rest stated they did not ever consider such an affair.

When asked if they knew or suspected another student of having an affair with a teacher, 35 students responded "yes," and another 32 students said they suspected or knew of a faculty member who was involved.

Seventy-three students felt that student-faculty affairs should be open in the open, while 88 said they should be kept secret. The other respondents were undecided, but the women were evenly split down the middle on the question. One 35 year old woman wrote, "If it is public knowledge, then it is a foolish affair. If it is kept personal and private, then it is a mature affair."

Asked if relationships should be forbidden between students and faculty, only 25 students thought yes. One 40 year-old man felt they "should not be allowed. Faculty members should be dismissed."

And a 21 year-old woman said, "(Student-faculty affairs) are not beneficial to anyone involved...getting romantically involved, neither (person) has anything to gain (but) much to lose," but the vast majority approved of love affairs. From a 19 year-old male: "They are normal people possessing normal emotions and desires which should not be repressed by narrow-minded people."

From a 21 year-old female: "It all depends on the situation, but faculty are humans just as any students. So they should be allowed to do as they wish."

Male students were split evenly on the question of whether or not students having an affair with a teacher gained an advantage in the classroom. But the females were much more devious on this issue with 41 stating no advantage and 70 claiming there was an advantage. To the students, a 35 year old woman who is presently having an affair, commented, "(Usually a student has an unfair disadvantage.)"

Another female student, age 23, felt "(for the) student: better grades. (For the) faculty: taking advantage of authority." But this 22 year-old female student came right to the point: "The student would have a great advantage over others, like a guaranteed A plus."

Respondents were again split evenly on the question: Would you report a faculty member who gave better grades than deserved to students with whom they are romantically involved? Many noted it would be hard to prove. Only 13 people were undecided at what they would do.

When asked if they thought student-faculty relationships were sincere, or emotional/sexual games playing, most were undecided. But 33 did think of them as games, while 19 respondents thought they were sincere relationships. A 22 year-old woman thought they are nothing more than a "fulfilled fantasy." A male student, 21, felt all student-faculty affairs are a "mid-life crisis," but he did not say for whom. Another male, 25, called them, "Lustful."

It was predictable that the overwhelming majority of students would not find relationships between students and faculty acceptable, however 28 people did find it acceptable. Seventeen were undecided. What was interesting is that all the women who were now or previously involved in an affair of this type stated it was acceptable between married persons. One of the 3 males involved in an affair felt it acceptable. Some typical comments: 20 year-old female: "If both members are single, the relationship can be valid. If one or both are married-it's a game." A 19 year-old female: "If married people, I would not like it, not (the) right thing to do."

Finally, the question: "Have you ever known of a homosexual student-faculty relationship, drew a response of "yes" from 20 students. Some of the comments were a little more vehement than others. One 24 year-old female referred to homosexual affairs as "gross" and a 35 year-old woman said, "I don't know and wouldn't really care."

Some of the additional comments made by respondents of the survey were in reference to a specific question, or a generalization of student-faculty affairs.

From a 28 year-old female: "Cheap! It's irresponsible and unprofessional. It's very common in the History and Political Science departments." From a 21 year-old male: "What's wrong with it?" The answers are many: 40 year-old woman: "Obscene"...44 year old woman: "Students are vulnerable; it is the responsibility of the faculty to discourage any type of relationship which is only detrimental emotionally, and gives a bad name to the school." A 21 year-old female writes: "Immoral" and another says, "Unnecessary."

And this 21 year-old male starts out sure but ends up with some doubt: "Stupid, unprofessional, though acceptable in some circumstances."

But the one message that got through to this writer as no other did, came from the same 35 year old woman who didn't care enough to care about homosexual relationships. She also found relationships between married persons acceptable. She characterized student-faculty affairs as "none of your business or mine." Finally, she asked, "Don't you really think any relationship could suffer from this type of thing? I don't know lady, that's why I'm asking."

Next week: Interviews with students who have had love affairs with their teachers-just how good is it?

Editor's note: This is part one of a 3-part series concerning student-faculty love affairs at CCSB. Part 2 of this series will appear next week.

**Questionnaire**

1. Are you now, or have you ever been, romantically involved with a faculty member? YES NO

2. If you answered "no" to number 1, have you ever considered an affair of this type? YES NO

3. Do you know of or suspect a faculty member of this type of relationship? YES NO UNDECIDED

4. Do you know of or suspect another student who is engaged in such an affair? YES NO

5. Do you think that Student/Faculty affairs should be forbidden? YES NO UNDECIDED

6. Do you think that Student/Faculty affairs should be forbidden? YES NO UNDECIDED

7. Do you think that a student in a situation has an advantage over the other students? YES NO UNDECIDED

8. Would you ever report to school authorities an instructor who gave higher grades than deserved to a student with whom he/she was romantically involved? YES NO UNDECIDED

9. Are affairs of this type usually sincere or just emotional/sexual gameplaying? SINCERE GAMES UNDECIDED

10. Are Student/Faculty affairs acceptable if one or both parties are married? YES NO

11. You are M F

12. Your age is ?

13. How would you characterize a Student/Faculty affair?

For those who did not have a chance to take part in the newspaper survey, you may do so by filling out our questionnaire and leaving it at the newspaper office. This information will be used in a follow-up report.
Health Corner

Since we received several questions about herpes, we would like to devote this whole column to this one subject.

What is herpes genitalis?

Herpes genitalis is an infection on and around the sex organs. It usually shows itself through an outbreak of sores on or around the penis or the vagina.

How do people get herpes genitalis?

The infection is caused by a herpes virus that is transmitted from one person to the next by direct physical contact - through kissing, sexual intercourse, and other forms of sexual activity. There is also a herpes virus that causes the familiar "cold sore" or "fever blister" that appears on or around the lips. This type of infection is called herpes labialis. It is possible, during sexual activity, to transmit the "genitalis" virus to the lips.

What does a herpes infection look and feel like?

An initial herpes infection typically begins 2 to 20 days after physical contact with a person who has herpes. The newly infected person notices what are called "prodromal signs" around the infected area: itching, burning, a feeling of pressure, pins-and-needles, sensitivity to touch, intermittent prickly pain. A day or two later, a cluster of tiny blisters appears. In addition to the blisters, there may be swollen glands, fever, and muscular aches and pains. A day or two after the blisters appear, they break and form small, painful sores surrounded by a swollen tender area.

Can herpes be cured?

Like other herpes infections, herpes genitalis can be treated, but not cured.

What causes recurrences?

The cause of recurrences isn't actually known. But many physicians feel that physical and/or mental stress may trigger reactivation of the virus: illness, stress, sun exposure, overwork/overplay; emotional stress.

Can recurrences be prevented?

There is no medication on the market that will keep a recurrent infection from breaking out. But, a healthy lifestyle that includes a good diet, enough sleep and exercise, and avoidance of physical and mental stress, enables people to cope better when recurrences occur.

Can herpes be prevented?

For the most part, yes, since the herpes virus cannot live for very long outside human cells. People with herpes should avoid kissing, sexual activity from the time symptoms of herpes infection appear until all symptoms are gone and the sores are entirely healed. Active viruses may be on the scene even in the absence of symptoms.

Can I have herpes without having any symptoms or sores?

Yes. Your doctor is familiar with treatment programs to relieve the discomfort of herpes. Contact the Health Center.

Can herpes have serious complications?

Yes. If the virus is transferred to the eye after touching an active sore, herpes keratitis may develop. Another complication is the possibility that a baby may be infected with herpes at birth. Herpes in the newborn can be avoided by delivering the baby by cesarean section.

Should I tell a potential sex partner I have herpes even if I have no symptoms or signs of an active infection?

The answer is absolutely yes. If you are thinking about taking a chance anyway, remember that you yourself would want to know beforehand whether a sex partner has had a herpes infection.

Your physician can help you! We have tried to answer some of your questions, but the best person to answer them knowledgeably is a physician. Please feel free to talk to one of the medical staff at the Health Center.

The Herpes Scare

Usually not. It is possible to have active, transmissible infections even if there are no symptoms.

Can herpes be treated?

Yes. Your doctor is familiar with treatment programs to relieve the discomfort of herpes. Contact the Health Center.

Flu Shots

The Health Center will not be offering flu shots this year, as the San Bernardino Public Health Department will be providing them at specific times and locations for $2. On Friday, Oct. 21, from 9-11 a.m., the location is the East San Bernardino Nursing Office at 340 Mt. View in San Bernardino. On Friday, Oct. 28, you can receive a flu shot at the Whitney Young Clinic at 1755 Maple in San Bernardino.

They recommend that only people over 55 or those with chronic health problems such as diabetes, heart, lung or kidney disease, seer anemia or other chronic illnesses should get the flu shot.

Contact the Health Center if you have any questions.

Sebastian Drabble

Connect: Career Planning

October 24, 1983

Pepperdine University
School of Law

wishes to announce that an admission officer will be on campus to speak with anyone interested in pursuing a legal education.

To arrange an interview or to attend a group session, contact the office listed below.

Date: Monday

Contact: Career Planning

October 24, 1983

Placement Office

New Medical Director

Dr. James Savage was recently named the new Medical Director in the Student Health Center. He succeeds Dr. Ross Ballard, who after seven years, retired last month.

Dr. Savage has served as staff physician in the Health Center since 1978. Prior to that, he was in private practice as a general surgeon with the San Bernardino Medical Group. He did his undergraduate work and received his M.D. degree from Stanford University.

Dr. Savage encourages students to get to know the staff at the Health Center, and to become aware of what services are available to them. All students, regardless of their class load, are eligible to use the Health Center. Until another physician joins the staff, it's a good idea to call ahead for an appointment to avoid a long wait.

Dr. James Savage was recently named the new Medical Director in the Student Health Center. He succeeds Dr. Ross Ballard, who after seven years, retired last month.

Dr. Savage has served as staff physician in the Health Center since 1978. Prior to that, he was in private practice as a general surgeon with the San Bernardino Medical Group. He did his undergraduate work and received his M.D. degree from Stanford University.

Dr. Savage encourages students to get to know the staff at the Health Center, and to become aware of what services are available to them. All students, regardless of their class load, are eligible to use the Health Center. Until another physician joins the staff, it's a good idea to call ahead for an appointment to avoid a long wait.

They recommend that only people over 55 or those with chronic health problems such as diabetes, heart, lung or kidney disease, seer anemia or other chronic illnesses should get the flu shot.

Contact the Health Center if you have any questions.

Rainbows

St. Francis De Sales Church is hosting its third Annual Festival of the Rainbows on Friday, November 4, 5-11 p.m.; Saturday, Nov. 5, 12-11 p.m.; and Sunday, Nov. 6, 10 a.m. - 9 p.m. at the Church, 4256 Lime Street, Riverside.

The Festival will feature rides, games, prizes, entertainment, delicious foods, a white elephant sale, as well as handcrafted items. Admission is free. For further information contact Dennis Sullivan at 682-1211 after 5 p.m. or St. Francis De Sales Church at 686-4044 from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. weekdays.

Rainbows
Energy Permeates set of The Hostage

There seems to be a very good feeling about the show in general among all of the cast members. Vicki Smith, who plays the role of Meg, has done many shows here at Cal State. She had this to say about her experience with the Hostage. “There is a lot of span for improvisation and creativity, more so in this show than with other shows I’ve done. I really appreciate the fact that everyone is so imaginative and creative because it really adds a great deal to the plot.” Amanda Rudisill, who is currently directing this production had some very positive feelings about the cast as well. “They all work so hard for me, for each other and for our audience. This show requires good ensemble performances, and you can see these actors helping each other to achieve this goal. I have coming here. I could easily find another way to spend the three hours I spend with these people every night, but I come here. Because I enjoy being with them.”

The performers in this show must certainly enjoy what they’re doing. How else could anyone spend three hours on a nightly basis, besides that?”

REVIEW: Killer Dips

by Phillip Klingler

Bob Zooli and Gary Panter, two of the most flashy and outrageous contemporary artists on the Los Angeles scene, are currently exhibiting their work at the Art Gallery on campus. The show is titled “Killer Dips” and consists primarily of paintings, but also includes some three dimensional work.

Both artists have done considerable work in the commercial art field, being best known for their comic book work, album covers, new wave catalogs and magazine illustration. They bring to the fine arts a sensibility that is, at times, exaggeratedly vulgar, but nearly always humorous. Zoell’s paintings are meant to shock challenging with the humor, what he sees as an historically elitist system of art. His paintings are brightly colored, fluorescent and large, ranging up to 6 by 10 feet. Gary Panter, in contrast, is a more thoughtful, introverted artist. His works are also large and expressionistic, one was completed recently, as a performance, before an audience in Japan.

Although the show is a success insofar as it is presented (the artists’ work compliment each other nicely), some confusion may be experienced by those viewers unfamiliar with current artistic trends. And there are some cracks. On the one hand the show, especially Zoell’s work, is too intent on shocking the viewer. The scatological references startle, and the fluorescent colors astonish, but once one recovers from that initial shock and begins to search the paintings for other concerns then, in some respects, it fails.

On the other hand, the work shows a strong sense of freedom; freedom of technique, color and subject matter. It is the work of artists caught up in a struggle against the system that necessitates that they do commercial work in order to make money. It is young, minded, angry work. The validity, it seems, lies in the humor. The concious absurdity is a reflection on our culture, clearly seen in the wit of such titles as, “American Dog Chewing Greek Column” or “The Hyena Wars.”

This show runs through Oct. 26, so there is still time to catch it. If you get a chance, go see it. Caution: Leave behind any preconceptions you may have about “good” or “bad” art and just enjoy the visual ride. Compliments of Bob Zoell and Gary Panter.
Men's Football Highlights

by Steven Race

Martin Alvino and Richard Cassilllas both scored two touchdowns and Cassilllas added a two-point conversion to lead Jerry's Kids to a 54-0 win over Al's Assassins.

Gene Alvino and Jim Howard also scored a touchdown in the second half, scoring a touchdown for the Assassins only points of the game.

Martine Alvino had two of the four interceptions against the Assassins. Stacey Smith and Ed Kearby both converted two.

Chris Hoase ruined the shutout for Jerry Kid's in the second half scoring the biggest victory margin of the game. Greg Kontra scored three touchdowns and Danny Adams added two to give the Vice Squad a 60-0 win over the Blues Brothers 19-0. Mike Halter watches from sidelines.

In other games Friday, Martin Alvino had two of the four interceptions against the Assassins. Stacey Smith and Ed Kearby both had one.

In other games Friday, Greg Kontra scored three touchdowns and Erik Anderson scored twice to lead Jerry's Kids to a 54-6 win over Al's Assassins. Curt Smith, Bill Cooper, and Jim Anderson also scored one touchdown as the Vice Squad's lead of 26-0 at the half was turned into a 34-0 second half, enroute to the biggest victory margin of the day. Joe Benuvoles completed the scoring with two, two-point conversions.

Coleman also had a big defensive day, intercepting six of the Hustlers passes. Cooper and Benuvoles each added one interception.

In another game Friday, For Hero's Only scored once in the first half and twice more in the second half, to shutout the Hit Men to a 46-14 victory over ARMY.

ARMY didn't score until the second half as both Steve Landrius and Kent Stalker scored. Stalker also scored on one two-point conversion to finalize the scoring.

Michael Coleman scored three touchdowns and Danny Adams added two more to give the Vice Squad a 60-0 stomping of the Hustlers.

Curt Smith, Bill Cooper, and Jim Anderson also scored one touchdown as the Vice Squad's lead of 26-0 at the half was turned into a 34-point second half, enroute to the biggest victory margin of the day. Joe Benuvoles completed the scoring with two, two-point conversions.

Coed Offensive Player of the Week-Greg Kontra scored three touchdowns in Mixed Company's 24-20 win over the Killer Bees.

In other action Friday, Victor Urbe scored three touchdowns and intercepted one pass in leading New Breed to a 33-12 win over AKY.

On other action Friday, Vaughn Smith and Terry Boykins both scored twice as Replay II extended their record to 2-0 while Mojave went to 0-2.

In another game Friday, Frank Tolerino, Curt Brundage, and Jason Alvarado each scored a touchdown and Carol Camacho added a two-point conversion as Happy Llamas shutout Al's Assassins 20-0. The Llamas intercepted Al's quarterbacks three times on the afternoon.

Mixed Company wins Coed Football

by Steven Race

Greg Kontra scored three touchdowns and Dave DeDianous returned an interception for a touchdown as Mixed Company escaped with a come-from-behind 24-20 win over the Killer Bees Friday.

Trailing at half-time 20-12, Mixed Company closed the gap to 20-18 but the Killer Bees appeared to have another touchdown as Michelle Williams (who had an earlier touchdown) caught a pass and was running down the sideline toward the end zone. Williams tripped at the goal line and on the next play from the one, Joe Cotugna intercepted a Killer Bees pass in the end zone to end the scoring threat.

With one more opportunity to win the game, Kontra scored his third touchdown with five minutes left to give Mixed Company their first lead at 24-20. The try for the two-point conversion failed but Mixed Company held off a last second comeback attempt by the Killer Bees to improve their record to 2-0 on the season. The Killer Bees dropped one game behind at 1-1.

In other action Friday, Victor Urbe scored three touchdowns and intercepted one pass in leading New Breed to a 33-12 win over AKY.

Coed Defensive Player of the Week-Joe Cotugna intercepted a pass in the end zone to keep Mixed Company's comeback attempt going in their 24-20 victory over the Killer Bees.

Men's Offensive Player of the Week-Gene Alvino scored one touchdown and converted three two-point conversions in Jerry's Kids' 5;6 rout over Al's Assassins.

Men's Defensive Player of the Week-Michael Coleman not only contributed three touchdowns last Friday but also intercepted six passes in the Vice Squad's 60-0 crushing of the Hustlers.

Mixed Company wins Coed Football

by Steven Race

Greg Kontra scored three touchdowns and Dave DeDianous returned an interception for a touchdown as Mixed Company escaped with a come-from-behind 24-20 win over the Killer Bees.

Trailing at half-time 20-12, Mixed Company closed the gap to 20-18 but the Killer Bees appeared to have another touchdown as Michelle Williams (who had an earlier touchdown) caught a pass and was running down the sideline toward the end zone. Williams tripped at the goal line and on the next play from the one, Joe Cotugna intercepted a Killer Bees pass in the end zone to end the scoring threat.

With one more opportunity to win the game, Kontra scored his third touchdown with five minutes left to give Mixed Company their first lead at 24-20. The try for the two-point conversion failed but Mixed Company held off a last second comeback attempt by the Killer Bees to improve their record to 2-0 on the season. The Killer Bees dropped one game behind at 1-1.

In other action Friday, Victor Urbe scored three touchdowns and intercepted one pass in leading New Breed to a 33-12 win over AKY.

On other action Friday, Vaughn Smith and Terry Boykins both scored twice as Replay II extended their record to 2-0 while Mojave went to 0-2.

In another game Friday, Frank Tolerino, Curt Brundage, and Jason Alvarado each scored a touchdown and Carol Camacho added a two-point conversion as Happy Llamas shutout Al's Assassins 20-0. The Llamas intercepted Al's quarterbacks three times on the afternoon.
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Trailing at half-time 20-12, Mixed Company closed the gap to 20-18 but the Killer Bees appeared to have another touchdown as Michelle Williams (who had an earlier touchdown) caught a pass and was running down the sideline toward the end zone. Williams tripped at the goal line and on the next play from the one, Joe Cotugna intercepted a Killer Bees pass in the end zone to end the scoring threat.

With one more opportunity to win the game, Kontra scored his third touchdown with five minutes left to give Mixed Company their first lead at 24-20. The try for the two-point conversion failed but Mixed Company held off a last second comeback attempt by the Killer Bees to improve their record to 2-0 on the season. The Killer Bees dropped one game behind at 1-1.

In other action Friday, Victor Urbe scored three touchdowns and intercepted one pass in leading New Breed to a 33-12 win over AKY.

On other action Friday, Vaughn Smith and Terry Boykins both scored twice as Replay II extended their record to 2-0 while Mojave went to 0-2.

In another game Friday, Frank Tolerino, Curt Brundage, and Jason Alvarado each scored a touchdown and Carol Camacho added a two-point conversion as Happy Llamas shutout Al's Assassins 20-0. The Llamas intercepted Al's quarterbacks three times on the afternoon.
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Greg Kontra scored three touchdowns and Dave DeDianous returned an interception for a touchdown as Mixed Company escaped with a come-from-behind 24-20 win over the Killer Bees.

Trailing at half-time 20-12, Mixed Company closed the gap to 20-18 but the Killer Bees appeared to have another touchdown as Michelle Williams (who had an earlier touchdown) caught a pass and was running down the sideline toward the end zone. Williams tripped at the goal line and on the next play from the one, Joe Cotugna intercepted a Killer Bees pass in the end zone to end the scoring threat.

With one more opportunity to win the game, Kontra scored his third touchdown with five minutes left to give Mixed Company their first lead at 24-20. The try for the two-point conversion failed but Mixed Company held off a last second comeback attempt by the Killer Bees to improve their record to 2-0 on the season. The Killer Bees dropped one game behind at 1-1.

In other action Friday, Victor Urbe scored three touchdowns and intercepted one pass in leading New Breed to a 33-12 win over AKY.

On other action Friday, Vaughn Smith and Terry Boykins both scored twice as Replay II extended their record to 2-0 while Mojave went to 0-2.

In another game Friday, Frank Tolerino, Curt Brundage, and Jason Alvarado each scored a touchdown and Carol Camacho added a two-point conversion as Happy Llamas shutout Al's Assassins 20-0. The Llamas intercepted Al's quarterbacks three times on the afternoon.

Mixed Company wins Coed Football

by Steven Race

Greg Kontra scored three touchdowns and Dave DeDianous returned an interception for a touchdown as Mixed Company escaped with a come-from-behind 24-20 win over the Killer Bees.

Trailing at half-time 20-12, Mixed Company closed the gap to 20-18 but the Killer Bees appeared to have another touchdown as Michelle Williams (who had an earlier touchdown) caught a pass and was running down the sideline toward the end zone. Williams tripped at the goal line and on the next play from the one, Joe Cotugna intercepted a Killer Bees pass in the end zone to end the scoring threat.

With one more opportunity to win the game, Kontra scored his third touchdown with five minutes left to give Mixed Company their first lead at 24-20. The try for the two-point conversion failed but Mixed Company held off a last second comeback attempt by the Killer Bees to improve their record to 2-0 on the season. The Killer Bees dropped one game behind at 1-1.

In other action Friday, Victor Urbe scored three touchdowns and intercepted one pass in leading New Breed to a 33-12 win over AKY.

On other action Friday, Vaughn Smith and Terry Boykins both scored twice as Replay II extended their record to 2-0 while Mojave went to 0-2.

In another game Friday, Frank Tolerino, Curt Brundage, and Jason Alvarado each scored a touchdown and Carol Camacho added a two-point conversion as Happy Llamas shutout Al's Assassins 20-0. The Llamas intercepted Al's quarterbacks three times on the afternoon.
The following part-time jobs are available at the time the PawPrint goes to press, however, we cannot guarantee that they will still be available at the time the newspaper is published; please check the Part-Time Job Board outside the Career Planning and Placement Center, SS 116.

Lab Tech - Student is needed to work in a laboratory in Riverside doing analyses on plating solutions. Must have some lab experience and a solid chemistry background. Position pays about $8/hour depending on experience. No. 934

General Clerical and Delivery - Business Administration major is needed to general office work and pick up and deliver engineering data. Need a reliable car. Position is 20 hours/week and pays $3.35/hour plus $0.50 a mile. They prefer someone who can work in the afternoons. No. 930

Pre-School Teacher - Student who has had 12 units of Early Childhood Education is needed to plan and implement a program for pre-school children from 2-6 p.m. on Monday through Friday. Position pays $2.50/hour No. 930

Secretary/Receptionist - Student who can type and file is needed to work Monday through Friday from 1-5 p.m. The salary is negotiable and they need someone as soon as possible. No. 927

Professional Typing Service: All college papers, resumes etc. Reasonable rates. Call 682-6502.

Committee For Clubs Chair Position - Now open. Applications and information available at the Associated Students Office. Student Union, Front Desk and Student Services Rm. 122.

Secretary/Receptionist - Student who can type and file is needed to work Monday through Friday from 9-5 p.m. The salary is negotiable and they need someone as soon as possible. No. 927

Part-Time Job Board outside the Career Planning and Placement Center, SS 116

Career Planning and Placement Lab

Part-Time Job Board outside the Career Planning and Placement Center, SS 116

Four additional jobs come in every day and are posted daily, so check the Part-Time Job Board outside the Career Planning and Placement Center, SS 116.


For Sale: 1976 911 s Korsche, Sahara 6' X 4' Towing trailer, $75 and Sun Mix Amp 4100, 4 Hookup, sacrifice $175. Call Steve at 886-2296 after 5 p.m.

For Sale: 6' X 4' Towing trailer, $75 and Sun Mix Amp 4100, 4 Hookup, sacrifice $175. Call Steve at 886-2296 after 5 p.m.

For Sale: 1976 Porsche, Sahara Desert, 66,000 miles, $8,000. Call 682-5388.
Editorials

Cal State: The Place To Be
by Lisa Beard

Despite minor student grievances directed toward some programs and procedures, the prevailing attitude on campus is that Cal State is the place to be. Most students will readily admit that it was the low costs that attracted them to Cal State in the beginning; however, students continue to view Cal State as the place to be because of its educational opportunities. Perhaps the most notable characteristic of our campus is the camaraderie. Everywhere, from the commons to the classrooms, there is that sense of friendship and belonging. Limited class size also contributes to this intimate atmosphere, and often times students are on a first name basis with the faculty. This openness makes students feel more comfortable and enhances learning. CSUSB transfer students from surrounding campuses have often expressed relief at the opportunity of making an appointment with a professor before they are failing a class.

In addition to easier accessibility to faculty members, small classes also allow for a more relaxed atmosphere. There is more opportunity to share ideas because students tend to feel less intimidated in the smaller, more intimate, setting.

In fact, friendliness prevades the entire campus. No matter where a Cal State student has occasion to visit, it be the Financial Aid office, Career Placement Center, or as student Linda Riddell so aptly described in last week's newspaper, the Health Center, one is always greeted with a smile and a sincere desire to help.

Letters To The Editor

Dear PawPrint,

In regard to the now circulating campus calendar, it must be noted that those photos are beautiful, and the men are gorgeous. However, it is also noted that there is only one man over 30. What about the women on campus who are over 30? How about women out there feel about seeing a few profiles of single men over 30 in the PawPrint? Please leave your comments in the staff writers box addressed to me.

Linda Riddell

Instead of spending valuable time trying to change the title of "PawPrint", perhaps more effort, as has been promised, should be used to improve the grab layout, sloppy headlines, misspellings, typos and poor photography.

Sincerely,
Wayne Dean Parkinson

Dear PawPrint,

Changing the name of student newspaper to The Cal State Chronical will simply be another move that will again remove a little more of what there is of this college's identity.

The title does not make a good book, neither does the newspaper. The PawPrint is a cute name and a name everyone is familiar with. It is only fitting for a publication at this college. However, if the quality of the publication is good, that should only be to greatly the connotations surrounding the title of "PawPrint."

In a recent random poll conducted by the newspaper staff concerning a possible change in this newspaper's name, a few people responded that The PawPrint was very cute. A few added that the print of a paw logo, used last year, was also extremely cute and both the name and logo are unique.

But, actually, Cal State San Bernardino's newspaper name is not so unique. We share the same name and logo with three area schools, Kolb Jr. High, Yucaipa Middle School and Hacienda Heights High School. Quite a distinction for a university to share the same name with two Jr. Highs and a High School, isn't it?

The newspaper staff does not think so. While admitting that the current name is cute, we think that it is just too cute and does not represent this university or this publication.

Cal State's literary magazine, The Pacific Review, recently changed its name from The Prickly Pear leading to added prestige. We would like your help in following their lead-VOTE FOR THE CAL STATE CHRONICLE NAME CHANGE.

Of course, a cover does not make a book as Mr. Parkinson says, but the current name is just not appropriate for this publication.

The Newspaper Staff

In recent months, there have been many shows developed so far, one can easily see the tremendous amount of work that these fine actors have put toward their performances. Ron Murray, whose role is that of Mr. Morgan, has undertaken a great deal to improve and expand upon his character. Since both his grandparents come from Ireland and the British Isles, there is a lot of personal motivation in this story for him. He has provided the cast with Irish songs and will actually play the bagpipes for the numbers in the show.

If all of this effort and dedication shouldn't go to waste, Clayton Martinez commented, "I certainly am enjoying this show and I'm certain our audience will too.

I really think the students should come out and see the show." I agree with Clayton, many times there is a lot of apathy toward the school's theatre because it is educational. But people don't realize that you don't have to go to L.A. to see a fine show. It's right here on your campus, so take advantage of it. You won't be sorry!

We Need Your Help In Participating In The Poli
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Ad and Copy Deadlines are the Thursday preceding the date of publication. Copies received after that date appear in the paper on a space available basis. The PawPrint reserves the right to cancel ads and copies submitted after the deadline.
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